
sos INVESTIGATION: UPDATED WITNESS/"FLIPPER" LIST

AUG. 28, 1997 (Compiled for the investigating agency by M. Terry)
status of each person is in italics at the end of their synopsis.

INTRODUCTION:Per informant statements and other evidence, all of
these individuals are alleged to be either sos cult members or
associates---or to have been involved in (or with) the group in
its pre-Sos days.
of guilt and knowledge varies among them---but al1 have differing
extents of relevant infornation which can be applied toward

Apparently, all are still living. The degree

building cases against the main targets of this investigation.
Sone on this list allegedly had real-time knowledge of the

cult's role in the SoS shootings as they happened , and at least
three people noted herein are alleged to have actually been at
SOs crine scenes. A few of those already interviewed have, all by
thenselves, corroborated the conspiracy's existence (in addition
to DB's statnents and the volumes of other evidence already in
hand). Some on this list can also be useful in the Untermyer
case.
involved in this situation; therefore, significant evidence
relating to other unsolved homicides also may be discovered.

It is helpful torememberthat other murders are also

The city where each of these people lived during the sos era
appears next to their names.
of varying priority status on this list.
12 of these---whose names appear first on the roster---have been
interviewed, and follow-ups are necessary with virtually all of
those.
netro NY, in Westchester, or even in Yonkers itself in 1997.

To date, there are about 75 names
justAs of August 28,

Unless otherwise noted, the "witnesses" are still in

Per informant statements and other data, the conspiracy was
hatched in Westchester, specifically in the White Plains area and
in Yonkers itself---in Untermyer and the garage behind 316
Warburton Ave., etc.
shootings from Untermyer and the 316 Warburton garage.

The killers allegedly departed for the sos

---ACE BROWN. Yonkers. Pimp with much knowledge from 60s through
Sos era. Info on kids/Unternyer/S0S/cult origins, rich names
involved,
in a Yonkers coffee shop. Also stated John was involved with the
cult and that John was at DB's apt. the day of DB's arrest and

etc. Saw DB meeting with his roommate, John DiFrenza,

cane home with DB's mail (part of a last-minute clean-up). DB
confirns this is true. By itself, this Ace statement confirms the
Conspiracy. John DiP was later murdered in Yonkers, in a case
that apparently wasn't related to the soS case but did have
ritual overtones. Also, back in 70 Ace told NYPD detectives
about kids killed in Untermyer. (Interviewed 3-4 times: valuable
data; much more to do with him. He has now retained a lawyer.)

---SUECONWAY. Yonkers. Cult priestess/Untermyer/Van Cortlandt;
involved since the '60s; nuch knowledge; true cuit insider whose
involvement spanned many years. Allegedly knew about sos in real
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Also confirming thetine, as the shootings were occurring.

conspiracy all by herself, she has admitted she saw DB at
Untermyer with "a group of people" heavy into black magic and
also admitted she was once in DB's car in Yonkers. She is also
anong those who heard about kids killed in Untermyer in the pre-
sos years. Further, and of great signfificance, she had the
correct name (never revealed to authorities or anyone by DB) of
the person who cut DB's throat in prison in '79.
person from Yonkers. (Conway was interviewed twice: has valuable
data: much more to đo with her. )

She knew this

---JAMES D. CANN. Yonkers. Cult member/Untermyer/drove THE yellow
VW on occasion in Westchester. Lived in DB'S 35 Pine st.
building. Allegedly involved in the Carr dog shooting on 4/27/77.
Cann is also alleged to have had "real-time" knowledge of the
SOS attacks. Appeared at his job at some point after DB's arrest
waving a knife, looking for a gun, and stating he was afraid he'd
be killed. Said:
Worker witness. Cann was driving the yellow Vw on that occasion.
(Interviewed twice; dodging alli has obtained a lawyer. )

"It's going to be them or me," according to co-

---PETERQUINN. Yonkers. (and possibly his ex-wife Rudene and
brother, Artie.) Quinn lived at 289 Warburton, near the Carrs
in a residence singled out by DB. Quinn, a former employee of
the Yonkers animal shelter, was first targeted by a Yonkers arson
investigator.apparently also stole dogs for rituals. He was a cult member and
half-brother of John Diľrenza, the now-murdered cult member who
was a close friend of DB and who was Ace's roommate in the sOs
years.the Ashburton/Mulford Gardens part of the cult crowd.
(Interviewed once; adnitted knowing the Carrs and admitted
hanging out at Untermyer. Has obtained a lawyer. RUDENE QUINN,
Pete's ex-wife, interviewed once. Provided impt. corroboration of

Quinn hung up dogs and photographed them ; and

Quinn was also a close pal of Sue Conway and others from

DB regarding the relationship between the Carrs and Quinn.)
---BARBARA KASKA. Yonkers. (and possibly John DiFrenzas male
friend she allegedly later lived with. Inexplicably, his name is
still unknown. ) Another very valuable witness, Barbara was
involved on the fringes at Untermyer, admittedly had met DB,
was the "girlfriend" of Ace Brown's roomnate John Di Frenza.
(Barbara is another who confirms the conspiracy all by herself.
Interviewed once; provided valuable data---as did Ace Brown---
about John Di F being in the cult and having been at DB'S apt.
the day of his arrest. She added another guy was also there that
day. DB confirms this, and states that second person was Richie
Sperrazza. Barbara Kaska also saw John and DB together, speaking
to one another in a "ritual code" language. Another who confirms
the conspiracy all by herself.

and

She also may have more to ađd. )

---DONALDSAVAGE. Yonkers. Postal employee in Yonkers during sos
era. A1leged cult member who knew DB and cultist Richie
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Sperrazza, and is believed to have been with them at Sperrazza's
apt. on Xmas Eve 76, shortly before DB/Sperrazza shot the Neto
dog at 18 Wicker St. savage was actually turned in as an sos
suspect by the dad of his ex-girlfriend, Carol Cheshire. Savage
lived at 39 Glenwood and Warburton.
stated Cheshire hung out at Untemeyer. More to be done here.
Also:
the Unternyer scene. Cheshire allegedly now in the Middle East .

(Savage interviewed once:
on 8/22/97 DB confirmed Carol Cheshire as being part of

---NARY ANNDOBRANSKY, Yonkers. Valuable witness. Traveled to
Canada in about 70 (almost certainly via Process) with cultists
Sue Conway and "Brother Ed" (Process title), who was a Yonkers
resident now ID'd as RALPHMARCEL. Marcel was killed by a car in
Florida on 6/15/81. Curious circumstances. In Montreal, Marcel,
Conway and Ann admittedly met with French terrorists. (Ann
interviewed once; very inportant data. May have more.)
---SUZANNE LEVY. New Rochelle. Ran a pet store in New Rochelle:
ex-wife of NRCop All en Levy. Much to say about Sue: allegedly at
sex parties with cult nembers in Sound Shore area: most likely at
Unternyer a couple of times; seriously wounded in 11/77 New
Rochelle sniper attack that killed 13-year-old Natalie Gallace.
Shooting was three months after DB'S arrest, at a time other
"weak-link" ill ingswereoccurring.Levy ties right back to
"Sunshine" (covered later) from the NE Bronx and Untermyer---and
to first SoS victim Donna Lauria's former and "obsessed"
boyfriend, VINNYMINUTOLO,who was allegedly involved with the
cult himself. Vinny was not only in the Sos picture, but Bronx
sources put him into kid/animal porn. (Sue Levy interviewed once;
sone marginally helpful đata. Should be seen again. )

---WAYNECONWAY. Yonkers. Brother of priestess Sue. While not a
cult member, he is very familiar with some of those involved.
Admittedly saw DB in the Playroom bar on Nepperhan a few times,
including shortly before his arrest.
talking to Marty the bartender, TN Chinitz; AKA Shapiro,
currently Wayne's lover.
was "involved a lot with drugs (dealing) and a little bit with
the occult," A1l true.
also knew 60s cult nember Brother John Paul, an important link.
That is, by knowing both DB and Brother John Paul, Marty spans
the decades. (WayneConway was spoken to only once, and just very
briefly, when he accompanied his sister, Sue, to an interview
last winter. Wayne has much more knowledge.)

On that occasion, DB was

DB Confirms he knew Marty, stating he

Marty, covered later in this report,

--*MICKEY ROSE." NYC. An AKA of someone who is an inportant
player for many reasons. Heavily involved with Process, and also
a pal of Michael Carr. Knew in real-time that Process was a ma jor
force behind the sos shootings and many other atrocities.
"Mickey" has confessed he arranged the '81 murders of key sos
figure Ron Sisaan and co-ed Liz Platzman. ("Mickey, " who is
willing to testify, has been debriefed in depth. Crucial data.)
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-JOHN TINY' LENTINI Bronx, Westchester. Biker who is an
adnitted satanic priest, a child pornographer, and a one-tine
bodyguard for key player Roy Radin---and also did bodyguard work
for a key California figure: the late MamaCass---whose sister
Leah Kunkel, was a close friend of Liz Platzman,
was murdered in 81 in Manhattan with major sos player Ron
Sisnan. (Tiny arrested 6/97 on parole violations. Interviewed
three tines since then. Provided very helpful corroborating đata,
and also spoke of other murders. Much more can be đone wi th him. )

the co-ed who

---PETER DAMIEN BURFORD.White Plains. DB and at least three
other parties have ID'd Burford as being involved with the cult.
DB had him by name and nickname; others by photo. The nickname
"Tex" also apparently has been used with regards to Peter
Burford. According to DB, two Burford brothers had ties to the
group, the other being a younger brother of Peter "Damien. "
is probably Gary Burford, killed in a Dutchess car wreck in June,
1980.
alive in Florida. The Burfords! mother was a "witch who operated
a shop very near the relevant Candle Light Inn in Greenburgh, a
cult hangout. (Peter "Damien" Burford has been interviewed three
tines; he tried to claim informants mixed him up with his
conveniently dead brother Gary. He claimed they were

This
However, there is another younger brother, Jeff, who is

"identical ." Photos show he lied. More to be done with Pete.)
NƠT YET INTERVIEWED :

--MARTY CHINITZ (AKA SHAPIRO.) 2 Sunnyside Dr. Yonkers. Involved
with cult nenbers, and a drug dealer. Also a bartender at the
Playroon. Before that, in the
Warburton---theclearinghouse for the cult's kid prostitution
enterprise.
knew both DB and key '60s witness Brother John Paul, and links
the eras.
occult and lot with drug dealing." (Not yet contacted. )

60s, he worked at Rosie's on
Has much knowledge spanning many years. That is: he

Marty, per DB, "was involved a little bit with the

---RICHIESPERRAZZA.Yonkers. Major player. Allegedly present at
three Sos scenes, at least (Lauria, Freund and Moskowitz.)
allegedly present at the infamous Westchester JPD meeting

Also
w/Process to plan sos. Involved with DB in shooting the Neto
family dog on the porch of 18 Wicker St. on Xmas Eve, 76. Sex
crininal history. Stopped by Yonkers PD the day after DB'S arrest
and stated he knew DB and was afraid of being killed or
inplicated. All egedly was at DB's the day of the arrest with John
DiPrenza, and helped remove sone last-ninute items. (Not yet
contacted. A prime target to flip. Very important.)
---CHARLIEHAUSER(Houser?), Westchester. cult member: allegedly
at sos Freund scene; almost contacted MT in the early 80s to heip
but backed off due to fear. Very important, likely to cooperate
íf given a deal or immunity. On a prison visit in 81, was
introduced by DB to key source "Vinny. " (Have locations on

QeeznsBrcln
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several possible "charl ies , " They have yet to be contacted . )

A Yonkers cop during Sos and before.---JOHN MC CABE. Yonkers.
violent, troubled, later gone from the PD.
allegedly had knowledge as far back as 1970-71 that a cult was at
Untermyer and that murders may have occurred there.
married WHEATCARR in 78.
Gernan shepherd at Queens D.A.'s investigators. Wheat and Mccabe
were later divorced.
once stated to a cop, to paraphrase: "I had to marry Wheat. I got
involved in some real weird stuff and I had to marry her.," MCCabe
is also related to another suspect, Tom Gurksnis, a pal of Mike
Carr. Gurksnis allegedly was at the sos Moskowitz scene.

But as a coP,

McCabe then
In 79 he threatened to unleash his

McCabe, under the influence of alcohol,

A prime source states McCabewas not part of the cult's rituals.
But others say they "wouldn't be surprised" if he was into its
drug/sex operations. In the '80s, Yonkers police sources reported
that McCabe had owned a .44 Bulldog---which Wheat may have used.
(MCCabe has not been interviewed yet.)

---WENDYKAPLAN. New York city. A well-known and admitted witch
from the old Warlock Shop (Brooklyn Heights) and Magickal Childe
(Manhattan) crowd.
Denaro shooting scene.
knowledge of the entire occult/sex underground.
prine target to flip. (Not yet contacted. )

Wendy is alleged to have been on the sos Carl
Beyond that, she would have much

Very valuable, a

---ROBERT D. (TACO) GRADY. Yonkers. Alleged cult member: much
knowledge from the 60s forward. Part of old Mulford Gardens/Lake
Ave. scene. Co-owner of Unicorn bar on Lawrence St. in the sos
era, a hangout for some cult members, including DB, Sue Conway
and the inportant Claire the witch (whose full name isn't known
yet.) Grady was involved with DB/Michael Carr in Oct. 76 sniper
wounding at Candle Light Inn, Greenburgh. Major insider, Grady
allegedly knew the group was behind the ongoing SOs shootings in
real time. Grady's brother, Joe, was then a Yonkers cop and a
"silent partner" in Unicorn. (Robert Grady not yet contacted. )
---nTHETWISTEDSISTERS"(HOOOKERSISTERS)). Yonkers. still to be
ID'd; two likely sisters have been singled out.
young hookers who were involved w/cult at Untermyer. Saw much;
can offer important testimony. They were "always at Unternyer and
always stayed there late at night." DB drove them hone from
Unternyer once or twice. They lived in the Homefield section,
near a section of St. Mary's cemetery. Several Yonkers police
officers recall these girls, but cant remember their names.
(Have names and locations of two likely candidates. They have yet
to be contacted. One in NJ, the other in Florida. )

These girls were

---CHARLIE PETTIGANO. Bronx.
Cortlandt and Unternyer , joined group about 73 at Van Cortlandt;
knew the Carrs and Sue Conway's pal "claire the Witch.m Told a

Alleged cult member at Van
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future NYPD detective in 78: "We're in Atlanta now. " This
referred to Process, who just opened shop in Atlanta---shortly
before Child Murdersbegan there. Pettigano also told this future
cop about "things" buried at Untermyer. (Not yet contacted. )
---SAM FORCELLI; ED EMBRY and wife "ANGEL" (Nicole) ; BOBBY ENGLES
and girlfriend ANGIE (who may be Forcelli's sister); RAY
HARRINGTON; TOM SMITH, and BILL PITZGERALD (who was murdered six
days before DB's arrest in an alleged murder/suicide on Locust
Hill Ave. in Yonkers. ) A1l were from the old Mulford Gardens
crowd, Yonkers.
fron these people as all were affiliated with the cult in one way
or another going back many years. (Fitzgerald is dead; none of
the others have been contacted. Present locations of some not
established; althoughHarrington---who is important---is
currently in Kentucky.
cult associate Dawn Koons, a Yonkers barmaid (Lake Ave. ) who was
murdered in Bakersfield, California in early 79. Unsolved case.)

Much info, in varying degrees, can be gleaned

Harrington was a one-time boyfriend of

---BROTHERJOHNPAUL. Early cult member, involved w/John Carr in
the early 60s in high school. Initiated at Untermyer, April '61.
Was later a teen prostitute---recruited for this activity by the
cult. Slept with some high rollers in NYC. Also, way back in the
sunmer of 72, John Carr told him about kids killed/buried at
Untermyer, and drew him a map. (This was a year or two after Ace
Brown gave the identical info to NYPD detectives. ) John Paul
split NYSOon after this '72 talk with old buddy John Carr.
John Paul knew Marty Chinitz from Rosie's, cult kid prostitution
líaison Lou Bernacchia of Yonkers and Rosies, and others from
the important early years of the group, including Walter nScoutn
Deyo, a convicted pedo and close pal of John Carr.
also in the cult, was another known by DB in the late 70s.

Deyo, who was

John Paul also has first-hand testimony about early rituals and
about two kids murdered and buried in NW Yonkers in 68---in a
then-wOoded area that was virtually across the street from the
home of alleged cultist and child molestor Dr. William J. Garvin.
John Paul also photographed several NW Yonkers homes allegedly
occupied by 60s cult members.
He also provided info relating to Sacred Heart HS teacher Karen
Wahlstron's death in Van Cortlandt Park on a satanic holiday :
April 24, '65. (Interviewed many times by M. Terry since '92. Also
interviewed by a couple of police officers. Has provided much
inportant data. Has lived in the midwest since early 73.)
---nSUNSHINE" (PLOHANDRACCHIA). NE Bronx. Important player. Hung
out with the cult at Untermyer . ID'd as "Sunshine" by the non-
involved "Unternyer artist, " and also ID'd as "Sunshine" by a top
prison source who met her via DB at a prison "festival " in '81,
when she was visiting another, still unnamed inmate.
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She datedSunshine also later IDd by various Bronx sources.

Frank Signorell i, whomNewRochelle police say was the unindicted
sniper who killed 13-year-old Natalie Gallace and wounded Sue
Levy (then 37) in Nov. 77. Signorelli also appeared at
Unternyer---and had "a thing" for Flo's daughter, who was about
13 in 77. Signorelli died of a heart attack in jail in about
'80. Was in for attempted murder of a black named Charles Gordon,
whom Signorelli accused of dating Flo "Sunshine" Mandracchia.

signorelli was an Sos cult affiliate and was once related by
marriage to Carol Gallace, mother of Natalie, who was killed when
Sue Levy was wounded. Mrs. Gallace wrote to MT that Signorelli
was also "a good friend of Fred Cowan," the Neo-Nazi killer from
New Rochelle who was a cult affiliate, but not a member.
chain of Sunshine, Signorelli, Levy, Minutolo etc. may well tie
to the unsolved murder in New Rochelle of cult affiliate Joseph
Carozza on New Year's Eve,'8l. ("Sunshine" not yet contacted. )

This

---pocm (JOHN VARIO). NE Bronx. Untermyer Park cult associate.
Along with Sunshine, first ID'd by the "artist" at Unternyer.
Doc, like Sunshine, lived in the Donna Lauria neigborhood, and
dealt crystal meth there in the mid-70s. (Not yet contacted. )

NE Bronx. "Eggs" was also called "Noodles," per an---NBGGS. "
official Bronx source. He is almost certainly Von Muller (or

Mueller ), DB's friend fromchildhooddays. Involved in the cult.
The "artist" once drove him back to the Bronx from Untermyer in
June of 76.
so, and stated he was part of the "Co-op city cult crowd."

Brother John Paul also had met him back in 69 or

It is believed Mullers family owned the old Pelham Bake shop on
Buhre Ave., not far from Donna Lauria's address of 2860 Buhre.
Muller was still friendly with DB after DB returned from the Army
in June, 74 and moved to 2161 Barnes Ave., BronX, where he lived
until moving to the Cassara home in New Rochelle in Feb. 76.

Muller likely played a big role in introducing DB to the cult.
Not yet known if Eggs was at an sos scene. DB is protective of
hin. (Mulller was well -known by a Yonkers cop who grew up with
him and DB, etc, Neither Muller or the cop have yet been
contacted; Muller's current location not yet established.)
---CHARLES E. WHITE. Connecticut. A Connecticut bank robber in
'84: involved with the cult in the 70s. Was at Untermyer, bars,
parties, etc. with cult members. Friends with the Carrs. ID'd by
Conwayand other sources, and MT first got his plate at the Carr
hone in late '77 and again in "79.
John Carr's wake, 2/78.
Connecticut, who placed hin with another cult member, BILLY
OAKES. Renotely possible White attended Bronx Community College
at sane tine as DB, Spring 75, and been in one of his classes.
student ID# on hand. (Now in Connecticut. Not yet contacted.)

His plate was also taken at
White also known by a witness in
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---BILLY OAKES. Connecticut. Billy was a former Bronx resident
who lived in the Middleton,
Connecticut psychiatric hospital and played in a band in
Connecticut with the above-mentioned Charlie White. Billy made an
inportant statement implicating himself to a non-involved witness
in Fall, 76---a witness (Bob Willet) who can testify against
Oakes.

Ct. area during sos. Worked in a

Billy 0akes is not believed to have been at any SOS
scenes. (Not yet contacted. Currently located in western U.S. )

Yonkers. Pete was a cult member who was---PEDRO "PETE" PEREZ.
not at sOs scenes, as he ran into other problems just before sos
began. ID'd and drawn 6/76 by the "Untermyer artist," Pete was a
very close friend of major sos playerNORMANSILBERSTEIN. Pete
subsequently went to jail, along with Norman's sister, PATRICIA,
for the 76 Mount Vernon murder of an ex-boyfriend of Ms.
Silberstein.
neither Pete or Pat would inplicate him.
herself had interactions with the cult, and was actually in DB's
junior high school class in the Bronx years before.
two brothers also can most likely be used as witnesses in this
case, as both have knowledge of certain relevant events. (Neither
Pete's brothers nor Pete himself have been contacted yet.)

Pat
Nornan was a major suspect in that murder, too, butPatricia Silberstein

Pete Perez's

---ALPONSOCAROZZA. Yonkers. Carozza operated pizza joints on
White Plains Rd. in the Bronx (relevant area) and later in New
Rochelle. During SoS he lived at 22 Wicker st. in the Pine St.
neighborhood. He was a cousin of Joseph Carozza, who was murdered
on his yacht in a New Rochelle marina on New Year's Eve, '81.
Unsolved case. DB, along with others, had been on Carozza 's
yacht. There is physical evidence of the relationship between
Alfonso and Joe Carozza: at one point Joseph underwrote a loan to
A1fonso for the purchase of an oven for the Bronx pizza place.

It is strongly suspected there are big-time drug links in the
Carozza canp--possibly even tied to the later "Pizza Connection"
case. Also in this part of the picture is Patty nSnownan" Snow,
a New Rochelle coke dealer and auto shop owner.
Levy/Gallace/Signorelli/Minutolo/Sunshine chain also may tie in
here---and probably does. Alphonso lived at 22 Wicker, as did
cult associate Robin D'Acutis.
in this two or three family house. (Al fonso not yet contacted. )

The Susan

It's possible they lived together

---BILLY COHEN.Wappingers Falls. Billy was a cult associate and
fringe nember who is said not to have been involved in the sos
case itself and to have removed hinself from the group at some
point before DB's arrest. Billy was a nut job whose father was
an official in sheet Metal Workers Local 38 (or 13) out of
Peekskill. Billy worked construction with DB in White Plains,
Fall'76/Winter '77. Co-workers told MT that DB and Billy were
very close pals and once left work together to get a shep at an
animal shelter. Verified by DB. It was the Elmsford shelter.
(Billy not yet contacted. )
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---ALWIN NICKOL. NE Bronx. Nickol was a cult member and close
friend of major sos player Norman Silberstein. Nickol was with

Norman in Manhattan on 6/12/77 (at the height of sos) when they
were busted with a loaded .44 Charter Arms Bulldog---the type of
weapon used in most of the sos attacks. At the time, Norman lived
right around the corner from DB---on Glenwood Ave., Yonkers.
Norman and Nickol were arrested in a very significant auto---a
tan Ford livery service car registered to Nornan's then-wife,
Linda.
JFK narina in Yonkers on 7/22/77, nine days before the sos
Moskowitz/Violante attaCk. Nornan had reason to try to dump this
auto: it allegedly was used at several sos crime scenes .

Norman later tried to ditch this car in the Hudson at the

At the tine of their 6/12/77 arrest with the .44 Bulldog, Nickol
actually told cops hewas acquainted with sos victim Valentina
Suriani, who'd been murdered7 weeks before in the NE Bronx.
Source infornation holds that Nickol himself was not at any sos
crine scenes. However, source info,
that Nickol was nonetheless a significant cult member, and was
actually DB's "controller" and was tied in more with Process than
with the Westchester "22." (Nickol now in NJ; not yet contacted.)

verified by DB, also holds

---ANGEL VASQUEZ (or Vazquez) . Yonkers. "Angel" may be a
nicknane. He lived on Lawrence and Radford Sts. during the sos
era, and hung out at a bar in that area called the Eagle's Nest
on South Broadway.
Unicorn on Lawrence, a cult hangout co-owned by major player
Robert nTaco" Grady.
st., and was at DB'S apartment on occasion to pick up hard drugs.
Angel also drank with DB now and then in a bar on or near New
Main and Park Hill Ave. Info on Angel originally came from
various non-involved sources; and he's now a confirmed cult
affiliate. (Muchknowledge; not yet contacted; current location
not establ ished. )

It is certain he also dropped in at the
Angel worked at a fish market on New Main

---CLAIRE THE WITCH. TN not yet known, although Sue Conway
certainlyknows it.
Conway, Charles Pettigano, DB, and other sources.
Claire hung out at Unternyer and Van Cortlandt, and with the
"Jimny 0Toole crowdn (cult) on Lake Ave.
into the Van Cortlandt Wahlstrom case. In the SOs era, she lived
in the Riverdale Ave. and POst St. area, and Sue Conway
acknowledged meeting up with her at the Unicorn on Lawrence st.
(Conway probably knows Angel Vasquez, too.) Claire described as
heavy into the black arts, and very good looking. Long blond hair

Claire also spans the decades, known by
In the 60s,

Claire could figure

then, and large breasts. (Not yet located or fully ID'd.)
---STEVE HIRSCH. Yonkers. A known devil-worshipper who lived at
632 Warburton during the sos era and was allegedly involved withthe cult. The depth of his role is still to be determined. (Not
yet contacted; current location not yet firmly established. )
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--ANNA LISA JOGIS. NYC and either Piermont in Rockland or

Englewood, NJ. A nurse who later worked at Westchester Med Center
in Valhalla, Jogis was a girlfriend of major Sos figure PJ
0ʻShaughnessy (who was then a Yonkers cop). She certainly knows
infornation relevant to this case. More must be obtained on her.
(Not yet contacted; exact current location not established . )

---FRANDRESSLER(or similar spelling). Another girlfriend of PJ,
Fran's correct name and other info are in Queens D.A. files. (Not
yet contacted; current location not yet established. )
---PETERGARVIN. Yonkers. Son of the relevant late Dr. William J.
Garvin. Peter is believed to have had interactions with cult
members, perhaps restricted to sex/drugs. More info on him will
be obtained. He's currently in Dutchess County. (Not yet
contacted. )

-mWOODY.nInvolved with the cult, hung out at the Candle Light
Inn in Greenburgh with sone of the nembers, including DB and Mike
Carr. Said to have had stringy black hair in the sos days. TN
probably is AL RIDDETT, Yonkers, who was called "Woodsy" and was
part of the old Mulford Gardens cult crowd. (Not yet contacted. )
---LOU BERNACCHIA. Yonkers. Now about 71 years-old.
liaison regarding child prostitution enterprise in NYC and
locally. operated out of Rosie's "Town and Country" bar on

Warburton Ave. in the early-nid 60s. (Still on Fairview St.,
Yonkers. Not yet contacted. )

Was cult

---JOQUIN. Yonkers. There is still a bit of confusion to
straighten out, but this appears to be Joquin Gancalo, who lived
at 18 icker St. (above the Neto family) during the sos era. If
so, he was on the fringes of the cult and involved in sex parties
and/or drugs with certain group members. (Not yet contacted. )

---"RO." Yonkers. This nickname appears to be that of Gail
Shebroe, a girlfriend of Wheat Carr who lived on DeHaven Drive,
near Unternyer, during the sos era. More info on "Ro" wil1 be
obtained. (Not yet contacted; current location not established .)
---PRANCISCO PRANKIE PEREZ. Bronx. He was the superintendent's
assistant during the time DB lived at 2161 Barnes Ave. Bronx,
from late 74 to Feb. 76.
infanous "floating coven party" at which DB got in deep with the
group in Spring 75 was held in Perez's basement apartnent at
2161 Barnes. More data on Perez will be obtained. (Not yet
contacted; current location not yet established. )

It is distinctly possible the

---QUENTIN BEAVER. Yonkers. Quentin Beaver was a middle-aged gay
individual who lived in North Yonkers and allegedly was involved
in sex parties with members of the sos cult. Beaver was a wel1-
known conmunity theatre actor and a menber of the St. Mary s
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Players in downtown Yonkers. He may have had some involvement in
that capacity (depending on the chronology) with the old Yonkers
Playhouse. Beaver later was part owner of an old church in
upstate Salem, NY, near Glens Falls, which he used as a sunmer
community theatre, and maybe for other reasons.

Brother John Paul states that people from the Yonkers
Playhousewere involved in the cult in the '60s, and it was
through this means (and one other) that Jayne Mansfield (who was
absolútely a heavy occultist) attended Unternyer rituals while
appearing at the Playhouse in about '64. Brother JP states that
rituals occasionally occurred in the basement of the Playhouse
because it was an old church before becoming the Strand theatre
(and subsequently the Playhouse). Brother JP also says rituals
were sonetines held in old catacombs or vaults beneath St. John's
Episcopal church near the Playhouse in Getty Square. (Beaver has
not yet been contacted. )

---CARLBAUER. Yonkers. Apparently the son of the late Albert
Bauer, who was an alleged child molestor and cult member in the
"60s. Young Carl currently has the license plate "WITCH-1" or
"WITCH-13," which speaks for itself. (NOt yet contacted. )

Minihan was one of those who---JACK MINIHAN, Yonkers.
frequented the Unternyer cult scene with SueConway and Ralph
"Brother Ed" Marcel in the old days: and DB terns Minihan's name
"very familiar" from the Sos era. (Not contacted yet.)

Gay sexual predator and long----WALTER 'SCOUT! DEYO. Yonkers.
tine cult nenber from Lake Ave. area of NW Yonkers.
John Carr in high school days. Another one who spans the decades,
he was known by both DB and Brother John Paul.
Brother JP's cult initiation in Unternyer in '61; charged with
sodony of underaged boys in 621 quite possibly involved in the
Karen Wahlstrom (teacher ) case in Van Cortlandt in '65. (Deyo is
current.ly in Arizona; not yet contacted. )

Close pal of
Present at

---CATHERINEBLACKWELL. Yonkers. ID'd by Bronx source as a witch
who frequented Van Cortlandt and Untermyer rituals for many
years. Prine prison source says there was a female named
Blackwell or Blackburn on the fringes of the sos cult crowd.
it's probably catherine. (NOw in Yonkers. Not yet contacted.)

So,

---SUSAN LABASCHIN(D). 240 E. Palisade in Englewood, NJ in the
SOs era. Confirned cult affiliate. MT discovered her during 80
search of Yonkers Aninal Shelter adoption records, which showedMay
she obtained a German shep on April 23, 77. Has a '53 DOB.
know very nuch: sos Breslin letter was mailed from Englewood
(from a mailbox at the corner of Lorraine/Mrytle) and DB states
cult nembers had access to a townhouse in Englewood---maybe hers.
(Not yet contacted; current location not yet established. )
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---JANN GAHBER, AKA Gambol and Goldstein. Yonkers. Lived at 119
Orchard St. during Sos years. Her name first surfaced via a
Yonkers arson investigator years ago.
cult affiliate with knowledgeof the players and interactions.
(Not yet contacted: current location not yet established. )

She's now confirmed as a

---ROBIN D'ACUTIS. Yonkers. About 19 in the sos era. Lived at the
very relevant two-or-three-family 22 Wicker St. Not a cult member
per se, apparently. But said to "know things" about interactions
and people involved. That certainly makes sense, as she was
living in the same house as (and maybe with) cult affiliate
Alfonso Carozza. (Not yet contacted; current location not yet
established. A witness told MT DB carried groceries into 22
Wicker for her. DB Confirms this.)
---PETER PIOPP0. Westchester/NYC. Known as "Peter p" to cult
members, Pioppo operated "studio p" in lower Manhattan. He was a
photographer and pal of Michael Carr. He has since achieved some
degree of recognition, having taken photos for a cookbook written
by a NY Tines food critic. Currently in Mt. Kisco and Manhattan,
Pioppo was not a cult member, but certainly can put people
together in the sex and drug scene. (Not yet contacted . )

---ROGERWOODS. Yonkers. Professional guy and "playboy" type who
lived at 28 Chatfield in East Yonkers in SoS years. Allegedly at
sex/drug parties with cultmembers.
incrininating statement about DB being involved in a Yonkers cult
that participated in the sos murders to two credible witnesses at
a tine no one even gave the cult angle a thought: Sept.
a nonth after DB's arrest. Currently in Ct. (Not yet contacted. )

Roger made an extremely

"77, just

---C00KIE. Gay male Hispanic with Westchester roots, was in
Clinton Prison in 80-81. Knew relevant things. A female
Westchester lawyer named Grace Henley (Chappaqua) knows his TN.
(Not yet contacted.)
---PRANCISCO 'PRANKIE' POLONCO. Manhattan. He lived on W. 136th
St. in the sos era, and his plate was taken at Michael Carr's
wake in October, 79. Polonco's involvement has not been fleshed
out fully, but it is probably limited to sex and drugs.
contacted; current location not establ ished .)

(Not yet

---CHARLES MC INTOSH. Upstate NY.
right who was not involved in sos per se, Charlie was involved
with the Manson crowd at communes in Taos, New Mexico in late
'68, by which tine Manson had already become involved with
Proces5, McIntosh interningled with some sos people in NY in
sumner-fall 75, before being busted upstate for a Halloween 75
kidnap/murder. He's been on parole since about 90, reporting in
to Troy, NY it is believed. There may be leverage on hin, due to
his still-ongoing parole status, and he likely possesses a wealth
of relevant info which spans decades and coasts.

A major player in his own

(Not yet
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helpful data. (But neither Paulie nor the retired NYPD đetective
have yet beencontacted by current working đetectives .)

A voodoo/Santer ia priestess who hung---SAMORA RAMOS. Yonkers.
out around Ashburton Ave. and lived above the Mango Bar (New Main
St.?) at the tine of an arson there in about '75. Was considered
a suspect in that matter.
says Samora was "around the scene" and would know some
information, at least from a "fringe" position, that relates to
associations among relevant individuals in this case. (Not yet

Later lived on Pier St. A top source

contacted; current location not yet established. )
---MICHAELTAKAMATSU. Yonkers. Lived at 51 Ashburton in the Sos
era; allegedly involved in voodoo.
this case, and could be considered a fringe player who would
have information regarding people and associations.

He was known by sources in

---TZIPORAH SCHWARTZ (or Schwartzman) . NYC.
Tziporah, " she was a fixture with the Magickal Childe occult shop
Crowd in Manhattan
an associate of the relevant NYC witch Wendy Kaplan. (Kaplan
allegedly was at Sos Denaro scene.)
the "fag hag" of one Ted Beasley, who lived on Amsterdam Ave.
near Columbia U. in the sOS era. Tziporah also was apparently
Close to Bernice D., DB'S girlfriend of sorts. There is also a
possibility Tziporah went to Columbus High in the Bronx at the
sane time as DB. In the early 90s, Tziporah was stil1 conducting
witchcraft classes at the Magickal Childe. (Not yet contacted.)

Known as "Lady

Knew people in the sos circle, and was also

Tziporah was also allegedly

---SUSAN BRODY. NYC. Susan Brody, then and now involved in the
art world in Manhattan, first surfaced in the notable 1975 ATF
Flíckenger report about segnents of the US occult underground.
In that report, ATF asked NYPD Intelligence about Susan, and
received confirned reports of her role in the occult underworld.
Sources in this Sos matter report Susan's name as "very
familiar, " and they state they are basically certain Susan was at
sex parties in Westchester which included members of the Sos
cult. There is a possibility she is related to a then (and maybe
now) NYU professor named Steve Brody, whom top NYC cult sources
put heavily into "the scene." (Not yet contacted.)
---KIH D. REILLY. NE Bronx.
for key sos figure Vinny Minutolo---, 44 victim Donna Lauria's
forner and "obsessed" boyfriend.
"Sunshine" Mandracchia, who was involved with the sos cult and
dated the late Prank Signorelli---the top suspect in the l1/?7
Gallace/Sue Levy sniper attack in New Rochelle (covered earlier.)
Reilly clearly provides a direct link between some very pertinent
players in this case. (Not yet contacted. )

Reilly, still in the Bronx, works
Reilly also knows Flo

Outside sources---JOANNECONWAY. North or South Salen area.
told MT in early '82 that Joanne had been on Joseph Carozza 's
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yacht in New Rochelle just an hour or two before he was murdered
there on New Year's Eve, '81. A prime source involved in the sos
cult says Joanne was known by the group and had sone interactions
with it. Notknown if shes related to SueConway. (Joanne's not
yet beencontacted; current location not yet establshed .)
---TIHOTHYCONWAY. South Salen/Pound Ridge area. May be related
to Joanne. A top source says Tim was also involved at some level
with the sos group.
by the Eastern District in a najor drug smuggling enterprise in
August, '83.
musician from Britain who was the ex-wife of singer Maríanne
Paithfull---who had been involved with Process in England in the
nid-late 60s.
in the Sos era---from 73-78---very near Tim Conway's residence.

Of significance, Tim was among those busted a
Among the others arrested was Ian Brierly, a rock

Process was ensconsed in South Salen/Pound Ridge

Hußo

This will all tie in with KeithRichards (Rolling Stones)
witch girlfriend Anita Pallenberg, whowas living with Keith in
North Salem in 79 when a young boy was found shot dead in
Anita 's bedroom there. Keith was on tour with the Stones at the
tine, and the death was either ruled accidental or a suicide.

This chain will link up because Marianne Faithfull was Mick
Jagger's girlfriend, and knew Anita well, at the time she was
involved with the Process---who, lo and behold, just happened to
be in South Salem during the Sos years of the 70s.

It should also berenembered that there were satanic rituals
occurring in this specific North Salem/Ridgefield locale at the
tine, and scorch marks were said to have been found on the
Pallenberg property. A convent of nuns nearby was also terrorized
by rituals occurring near their property: and a Connecticut cop
was attacked when he stumbled onto an outdoor ritual on the
Ridgefield/North Salem border.
There nay be a wealth of evidence in Westchester and Eastern

District case files, including possible connections to major
player Roy Radin. (Tim Conway not yet contacted, or located. )

---STEVENCARLYNTRACHTHAN. Forest Hills, Queens. Drugs, gay sex,
professional type who had a lot of personal problems in the Sos
era and ended up at Phoenix House for drug counseling: as did
Michael Carr. Trachtman Ip'd as muling drugs to John Carr in
Minot, ND. (Not yet contacted. )

---DR. DANIELCARLTONGAJDUSEK. Yonkers. Nobel winner from 114
Palner Road, serntenced in Maryland in Spring 97 on two child sex
counts, to which he pled guilty in 2/97.
pal of Ace; took photos of Untermyer gardens, etc. May be a
najor player in that he brought kids to the Üs trom overseas. He
also mayhave dealt with Process bringing in kids from Mexico.
Dr. G had big ties in the upscale pedo community, and also was at

Involved with the cult;
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one tine a boy scout counselor in NW Yonkers, at which time he
naygroup from the early years forward. (Dr. G is doing l8 months in
jail. Not yet contacted; will be evasive. of interest: his
attorney also repped cIA spy Aldrich Ames. Coincidence? )

have net Walter "Scout" Deyo and others involved in this

Yonkers. Like the late Dr. William J.---DR. KUNO SCHWARZ.
Garvin of N. Bway, there is physical evidence on N. Bway's Kuno--
and the same physical evidence at that.
Island sunner home's phone number appeared in DB's phone records.
Yonkers police sources report nothing would surprise them about
Kuno. Note: Speaking of Garvin, police sources believe there is
probably a record somewhere showing Garvin was suspended,
censured or whatever by the AMA Or the Board of Regents for
writing fake drug prescriptions for "hippies." (Cultists. )
(Kuno has not yet been contacted. )

Which is: his Long

--HATT CIMBER. This is a longshot, and not a true priority at
this point. cinber was Jayne Mansfield's 1ast husband; he was
also her business manager (Jayne was killed in a hideous auto
wreck outside New Orleans on 6/29/67. ) To the point regarding
Jayne and rituals in Yonkers: Matt Cimber grew up in Yonkers,
attended Roosevelt High, and maintained some sort of office or
crash pad at 40 N. Broadway in the '60s.
position to know about underground activity and cult leaders in
Yonkers in those days. (Probably won't cooperate, and information
goes back in time to the cult's early years, but at some point
could prove relevant to 70s activities.)

He was clearly in a

NOTE: THERE ARE A NUMBER OF OTHERS WHO ALSO MAY POSSESS RELEVANT
DATA. THEIR NAMES WILL BE ADDED TO THIS LIST AS NECESSARY.

---In addition to all the above, there are numerous 70s license
plates to be run, which requires a trip to Albany archives.
plates were obtained at the wakes of John and Michael Carr, in
the Pine St. neighborhood, near Unternyer, etc.
andevidencecanbe gleaned from this list when it is obtained.

These

MOre witnesses

There are also various significant case files and records to
be obtained, along with other relevant data on individuals,
cases, and so forth.
in various Westchester jurisdictions; a couple in Fed archives;
one with NYS Police in Fishkill; another in Queens DAS office.

Some of these files are in Yonkers; others

PARTIAL LIST/NON-INVOLVED WITNESSES
8/28/97

---Chuck Plood. Yonkers. Friend of the Carrs, involved in drugs.
Also known by DB. Not a cult nember; but has some relevant info.
Had offered to talk to 4T some years ago. (Not yet contacted.
Last known address, in about 93, was at 245 Rumsey Rd. Yonkers. )
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---Ann steel or Steele. Manhattan. Crucial witness. Told NYPD in
77 that she saw DB at Process Manhattan Hgs. with "Father Lars"
of the Process. DB Confirns he was indeed there with Lars and
others. (Not yet contacted. Apparently still in Manhattan. )

Ex member of Process. Crucial witness. Stated---Linda Harrison.
on national TV in 92 that she saw Michael Carr at a mid- 70s
Process neeting in Chicago. Also stated on air that she was
convinced DB was simply a hit man for Process.
thing off the air, including her "certainty" shed met Michael at

Told MT the same

the Chicago chapter meeting. (Was in California in 94.)
---Anna Collins (or Thomas) from the Bronx Post office.
Potentially a very important witness.
'77, very close friend of his.
work, but didn 't knowwhatwas up till DB'S arrest. (Not yet
contacted. Said to have married a "Quinn" or "Quigley" later on.)

Worked there with DB in
Saw DB meet conspirators after

---Robert Bronner. Bronx Post office with DB. Another close DB
pal on the job. Bronner phonedNYPD right after DB'S arrest to
ask if he was implicat.ing anyone else in the shootings. Strongly
suggests Bronner saw/heard things that he put together after DB'S
capture. CAUTION: Bronner's father was on the sos task force.
(Not yet contacted. He is believed to be in Orange or Rockland. )
---Charles Kortleven. Told NYPD in 77 that he knew DB from Bronx
auxiliary days, and later saw him (in soS era) around 241 St. and
White Plains Rd. Significant area re: Silberstein, Nickol,
Sperrazza, etc. Also significant in terms of Process: Kortleven
stated to cops that DB then "possessed and wore Nazi insignia. "
Has a sheet from NYC. (Current location not yet established.)

---John Weiland. Yonkers. Inportant witness on James Cann driving
THE yellow Vw. Also stated to cops that Cann was fearful of being
killed and said it would "be them or me," Cann's comments cane
during the tine post-DB arrest when other murders were occurring.
(Hot yet contacted. current location not yet established. )

---Kevin Griffin. Griffin was the bartender at the Candle Light
Inn who tossed DB, Michael and "Bobby" (Grady) out of the place
minutes before the shots were fired into the bar by the boys in
October, "76. Griffin also stated "Bobby" shot dogs; and Griffin
also knew "Donnie, Steven and Woody. " Griffin also told MT that
he saw the boys in the yellow VW on occasion, and that "they used
to talk about going over to Untermyer Park. " Griffin also stated
that it wasWheatCarr who shot out the clock in the Candle Light
one night. (Not yet contacted. Current location not established. )

---Jack Tracy (or Treacy or Tracey.) Owner of the Candle Light.
Was very evasive years ago, but undoubtedly knows much. He also
nay be the Jack Tracey who owned Jack Tracey's Schwinn/Columbia
bike store at 298 S. Broadway, Yonkers in the old days, and then
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If so, that could make him even morelater on McClean.

interesting. (Not yet contacted; current location not yet knOWn.)
---Jeff Hartenberg, close friend of DB in Co-Op City days
states Jeff saw him on a yacht in New Rochelle during the Sos
days. Jeff was on another boat. DB says the boat he was on was
none other than Joseph Carozza's, TheSAARC. (Ironcially, that's
almost "Carrs" backwards. ) (NOw in Delaware. Not yet contacted. )

DB

---Walter S., Bronx. Walter is alleged ly an eyewitness to the Ss
Suriani-Esau double murder, Bronx, April 17, 77. Didnt come
forward then because he was stealing a car at the time. Walter's
statenent from many years ago was bounced off DB, who says it's
essentially correct. (Walter says he saw two-three cars involved;
and that he saw DB walk two blocks east from the shooting scene
and then pass off the .44 to someone in a lead car; and then DB
clinbed into the passenger side of a second car.)
-Tony R., the Untermyer Artist. Crucial and non-involved. Hung

out with various cult members at Untermyer for a few weeks
in June, 76, just before sOs began. stopped hanging out when
they tried to recruit him and talked of animal sacrifice, etc.
Saw "Eggs, " "Doc, " "Sunshine, " "Teresa from Hastings or Dobbs
Ferry, " etc.
MCNaughton from Process and Maria Cortina, who was "always with
Ken" and who was murdered in Elmsford two months after DB'S
arrest. He also sketched Pete Perez and, by luck, JPD, the main
Westchester leader who seldom visited Untermyer.

Also saw John Carr there. Actually sketched Ken

The artist did not see DB there, and he shouldnt have, as
DB was away in Florida and Texas for much of the month. He đidn't
see Wheat there either---and shouldnt have, as she was đown
south with DB then.
evil alphabet" by John Carr, and then provided one. The artist,
who has a copy of this lettering, states he believes it was later
used in the famousSos letter to Breslin. (It looks right).

The artist also says he was asked for "an

---Operators, Carr's Answering Service. Years ago, one of these
women told Mrs. Maria Neto (18 Wicker) and her sister Doris that
DB had known the Carrs and even dated Wheat Carr once. Another
operator told a N. Tarrytown detective that the 'Carr brothers
used to "dress like priests" in the house. (Sure, satanicpriests.) Another told a Yonkers detective the same thing. (No
further info on these operator.)
-The Neto Family. 18 Wicker St., Yonkers. Victins of a
fireboning on 5/13/76 and dog shooting on XMAS Eve, "76.
Netostold T in 8/97 that they used to see DB waik down Wicker
St. and cut into the woods just west of the aqueduct---which led
right to the Carr yard and garage.
Their niece also told Gannett's Bil1 Varner the same thing.

The

Very important testinony.
Mr/Mrs. Neto also told Wr they saw a white car with its engine
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running and headlights on waiting on Warburton the night their
dog was shot. They state the shooter that night (it was DB) cut
into the woods, ran (a familiar route) through the Carr yard and
emerged on Warburton. There, a car waited for the shooter at the
corner of Warburton and Wicker and then sped off. (This car, we
know, was DB's. )
involved---which corroborates what DB has stated. And thus, also

via DB, we further know that second person was Richie Sperrazza.

The Netos info shows there were two people

---Yellow VW witnesses. There are several of these, and they put
DB, Michael Carr and Wheat Carr behind the wheel in Westchester.
These witnesses include Yonkers and NYPD Cops; Steve Cassara, son
of DB's New Rochelle landlords; a forner lawyer and two
secretaries of that law firm; and Candle Light bartender Kevin
Griffin. In addition, JohnWeilandsawJamesCann driving it
after DB'S arrest.
the Carrs'.

DB, on video, has now also stated the VW was

---Rubin Anthony. Yonkers. A crucial witness who told cops DB
occasionally hung at a biker joint on Ravine/Point St. in the
neighborhood.
before his arrest, DB was in the biker place asking for "Micki
Carr. That'sWheat'snickname,andRubincouldn t havedreamed
that one up.
confirn that Wheat hung with the biker crowd.
notorcycle license in the sos years---as did at least six or
seven other players. (Rubin Anthony currently in Mississippi.)

DB COnfirms this. Rubin also stated that 4 days

By the way, other witnesses, including Yonkers cops,
She also had a

---sos witnesses. Though not directly related to the current
investigation at this time,
future date. These witnesses include, from the
Moskowitz/Violante scene in Brooklyn: Tomny Zaino, Cacilia Davis,
Mary Lane, and several yellow VW witnesses, including the VW
chaser and one couple who saw the VW arrive and saw two people
clinb out of it. From the Voskerichian scene, Queens: Amy Korman
and her brother, and Ed Barlow. From the Freund scene, Queens:
Mary Hart, and John Diel (Christine Freund's boyfriend).

they may enter the picture at a

From the Lauria scene, Bronx: Jody Valente, who was wounded when
Donnawas shot (she knows much more than she's said), and Donna's
father, Mike Lauria; from the Lomino/DeMasi shooting, Queens:
there are a couple of witnesses; from Placido/Lupo at the
Elephas, Queens: there are a few witnesses, including the one who
saw the "sandy-haired man with the mustache" flee the scene with
his auto lights out. Prom Suriani/Esau,
Walter S., noted above. The Denaro scene, Queens, seems to be the
only one of the eight sos scenes without "outside" witnesses.

Bronx, we have at least

This sos crime scene witness list is not complete.
SUHARY: REGARDING THE CURRENT INVESTIGATION, AS OF 8/28/97 NO
"FRIENDLY" WITNESSES HAVE BEEN INTERVI EWED by YONKERS PD.
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contacted. Located in Troy, NY area.)
---BILLY BRENNAN.Bronx. Dubbed The Ghost of Christmas Past, "
Brennan was a Bronx boy of about 20 when he murdered a black guy
on Xnas Eve of '77 for a unique reason: the victim kissed a white
woman.
about 84. Now doing major jail time upstate.
by and knew members of the sos cult.

Brennan remained free until someone flipped on him in
Brennan was known

Brennan, whom a prime source has confirmed was involved with the
cult, also made statements to an MT prison source in which he

told this MT prison source that he had knowledge of cult murders
stated he knew DB and company "from the streets." Brennan also

of kids and buried victins on the Willowbrook grounds in Staten
Island. For various reasons involving Process, Untermyer, and
child killer Andre Rand (fornerly of S. Fenway St. in south

Yonkers), this allegedBrennanstatement is very significant.
Further, Brennan was involved in weapons thefts at the

Kingsbridge árnory in the Bronx (DB had the phone # of this very
arnory taped to his wall at 35 Pine in Yonkers). Brennan, on this
arnory natter, was linked to a National Guard general named
Erlich, or sinilar, who was a close associate of Bronx
congressnan Hario Biaggi, himself a former NYPDmember runored to
have been involved with the mob while employed by the NYPD.

Lestanyone think this is straying from the mainstream, it
is a fact that Claudia Bingham, daughter of Bronx Congressman
Jonathan Bingham ('64-'82, and now deceased) was involved with
Process, as was her also-American boyfriend, Robert Hall.

In this context, there is also the matter of the hijacking
of a Navy trailer loaded with rockets, etc. from a rest stop on
I-95 in Branford, ct. just before Halloween '83. Key prison
source "Vinny" sent out advance notice in writing of what may be
this hijacking. (Brennan not yet contacted. In prison upstate.)

There are several who have knowledge that wouldOTHER INMATES.
be helpful to this investigation. Somemay be on parole; others
nay be off parole or still in prison. These include Richie
Rivington, John Adams, Jinny Montague, and "Diane"--- a
transexual inmate in the late '70s/early '80s; as well as the
earlier nentioned "Cookie. "

A top informant of NYPD 0c Control---PAULIE MARCUS. Queens.
Bureau cops in the 70s, Marcus knows much about the sex/occult
underground during the Sos era and before. Also knows individuals
in the circles under investigation in this case, including Ben
Rose and Carnine Cardella. Paulie also has pertinent details
regarding najor Unternyer suspect "Whitey" and the alleged
murders of kids "in the suburbs. " Paulie was interviewed on tape
by a retired NY detective on 12/27/96, at which time he provided
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